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Examples of research questions
Force Management Statements; Understanding Demand, Capacity and Capability; Early Intervention, Prevention & Partnerships
How can each member of
the force question their own
practice and contribute to
cultural change?

How enabling
is the force
culture for
innovation and
continual
improvement?

Force
Management
Statements

How do forces
prepare for
unexpected
demand?
Is FMS process an
obstacle or enabler of
improved policing?
How can
prevention be
best measured?
How
effective is
operational
‘on the
ground’ joint
partnership
delivery?
Is there one set
of priorities for
all?

How are priorities
established?

Are force resources
equipped with the
right skills to meet
future need?

How do forces
make sense of the
volume of data
they collect?

How do partners work as ‘one
team’ to prevent crime?

Early
intervention,
prevention &
partnerships

How is overall
partnership
working held to
account?

How can forces
improve their
strategic
thinking?

How well is data
shared to inform
holistic partnership
analysis?

How can
community
agency &
NGOs be
developed?

What is the role
of the PCC in
facilitating
partnership
‘one team’
working?

Is there a common
understanding of
‘vulnerability’?

What are the
likely PESTLE
demands for
2025?

How to best
engage the
community to
crime: what
works?

Better complexity
rating (i.e low
volume but
complex)

How can harm
analysis be
enhanced?

How should we evaluate
to show value for money?

What works?

How can forces
improve
predictive
analysis?
How are
interconnected,
complex needs
understood? (e.g.
mental health,
poverty,
substance misuse)

Understanding
Understanding
demand,
capacity
demand,
&
capability
capacity and
capability

Where is the
demand
coming from
and why?

How
effective is
reactive
policing?

Whose demand is it?
Should it be owned
by policing?

What works most
effectively in
neighbourhood
policing?
What works to
reduce knife
crime?

What is the evidence
about the benefit of
early intervention?

Professional policing
practice can be
enhanced through
research, particularly
when it is informed by
risk, threat and harm
priorities, and aims at
impact and improved
outcomes.
Research starts with a
question – here are
some examples of
questions that can help
drive future research
to improve policing
outcomes for the public.
Think about more
research questions
relevant to your
particular role in policing
– and let EMPAC know!
Empac.org.uk

